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Abstract: Objective: Establishing the evaluation model of traffic patrol service 
platform based on BP neural network, we enable the traffic patrol service platform to 
be more scientific and meet actual needs. Methods: We establish the comprehensive 
evaluation index system and organize experts to make evaluation about some traffic 
patrol service platform samples. Then, we can obtain training and checking data, and 
calculate the weight between the indications to get the nonlinear relationship between 
evaluation index and evaluation results by using MATLAB. Conclusion Through the 
above method, we can reduce the influence of subjective factors in AHP and overall 
merit evaluation methods, and be able to make an objective and comprehensive 
evaluation of traffic patrol service platform. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Nowadays with the accelerating urbanization process and rapid development of 
national economy in China, cities are expanding in scale at the same time. The 
development of the city is the process of realizing centralized resource, 
three-dimensional traffic, networked communication and multi-functional buildings. 
High concentration of urban population and gathering resource leave great hidden 
danger in big city, and it will cause great casualties and property losses once there are 
disasters or accidents. Therefore, with rapid development of society and economy of 
cities, challenges of various emergencies follow.  To ensure the sustained, steady and 
healthy development, a city must have the ability to resist all kinds of emergencies. 
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Based on the growing requirement of traffic resistance to emergencies, a new traffic 
platform to allocate police officers and enable police to unregularly inspect social 
conditions arises in response. As a traffic patrol operation platform, traffic patrol 
platform [1] plays an extremely important role in the process of handling cases by 
traffic and patrol police, for it can  rapidly allocate police officers to deal with events 
when emergencies occur, reducing personnel and property damage brought by 
disasters and accidents. Traffic patrol vehicles design have to consider a series of 
factors that are considered in car design, and has higher demand in function design, 
human-computer interaction and so on because of its special emergency demand[2]. 
Presented here is a comprehensive evaluation method based on artificial neural 
network of[3] to evaluate the design scheme of traffic patrol platform, combining 
quantitative and qualitative problems to get the evaluation results that are more 
objective and actual. 
 

2. Principle of Artificial Neural Network 
     
Artificial Neural Network (ANN for short) is a model that has excellent nonlinear 
approximation ability, good self-learning and self-organization ability, and great fault 
tolerance. It sets up model of special non-linear relationship between weights variables 
and the target, imitating learning process of human brain learning new things to get 
judgments and analysis of the problem so as to solve problems in different fields[4]. In 
application, we only need to analyze samples of special problem of neural network, and 
the characteristics of this kind of problem can be reflected in weights of mutual 
connection between neurons. Therefore, after inputting the characteristic parameters 
of actual problems into neural network, its output end can output the results of the 
problem. Among them, the three layer structure BP neural network model is the most 
commonly used artificial neural network algorithm [5] to solve nonlinear problems. 
 

3. Multi-index comprehensive evaluation model based on BP neural 
network 

 
3.1 Principles of multi-index comprehensive evaluation model 

 
When applying BP neural network to multi-index comprehensive evaluation problems, 
the first step is to refine the influence factors of the problem and to establish the 
evaluation index system; Secondly, realize normalized processing in each index of the 
comprehensive evaluation to reduce the influence of different dimensions to the 
evaluation result; Thirdly, as evaluation index after normalized processing being the 
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input, the evaluation results as output, train the network with enough samples to get 
evaluation index weight of the neural network; According to the index values of 
evaluation object , we can get the evaluation results of evaluation objects of the trained 
neural networks, combining them with experience, knowledge, subjective judgment, 
and the preference of factors’ importance of evaluation experts to realize effective 
combination of qualitative and quantitative and guarantee the objectivity  and 
consistency of the evaluation[6] . 
 

3.2 multi-index comprehensive evaluation model 
 
Multi-index comprehensive evaluation model is divided into two main parts: data 
preprocessing and the BP neural network. Data preprocessing refers to realizing 
normalized processes of corresponding index according to certain rules to reduce the 
influence of different dimension of each index in evaluation results; BP neural network 
structures include input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input layer node 
number m is determined by the vector dimension produced by the data preprocessor , 
namely, the number of evaluation index; Output layer node number n equals 1, namely 
the evaluation results; Hidden layer unit number directly affects the amount of 
calculation and the accuracy of the evaluation result of problem solving. In this article, 

we based on the experience formula 1/2( )L m n  [7] to determine the unit number of 

hidden layer, with the output function of the hidden layer being Sigmoid transform 
function while input and output layer output function being linear function. The 
topology of the multi-index comprehensive evaluation model is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure.1 multi-index comprehensive evaluation model based on neural network 

topology 
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4. Establish a multi-index comprehensive evaluation model based on 
artificial neural network 

 
4.1 normalized processing of the index attribute values  

     
Comprehensive evaluation system is composed of many evaluation indexes including 
quantitative indexes and qualitative indexes. As to quantitative indicators, there are 
differences of characters and dimensions; as to benefit index, bigger the index 
attribute value is, better the result is; as to cost index, smaller the index attribute value 
is, better the result is; as to interval index, index being at a fixed interval is the best. 
Because of the differences of characters and dimensions, different indexes cannot be 
processed together. So we use the utility function to non-dimensional the evaluation 
indexes and map them to a limited range, namely doing the normalization processing. 

To map attribute value of each index in the evaluation system to a closed interval [0, 
1], we should first get the extreme value maxU , minU of each index, and do normalized 

processing for each index according to the following principles: 
 

(1)benefit index: 
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Among them, iU  refers to the corresponding indicators set  
 

4.2 Three layers BP neural network learning algorithm 
 
Error back propagation (BP) network is a multilayer feed forward neural network, with 
its neurons transfer function being S function and its output being a continuous 
between 0 and 1. It can achieve arbitrary nonlinear mapping from input to output. Its 
specific learning algorithm [8] is as follows: 

Step1. Initialization: Give random value for to all connection weights, and set initial 
value for the threshold. 

Step2. Give the initial learning data, that is, give the sample set { }mlx that has gone 

through pretreatment and the corresponding expected output set { }mly .where: 

m refers to the sample number while l refers to  input vector number. 
Step 3. Calculate the output piO for each layer. For input layer, the input and output 

are the same, in other words, pi piO X , while piX  refers to the i th value of the p th 

sample; For the hidden layer and output layer, output operating  character of the 
neurons lies on: 

[ ( )] ( )pi ji pi j piO f w O f net   . 

Among them, piO  refers to current input of neurons j, while its output being pjO ; 

Function f(x) is a nonlinear differentiable non-decreasing function, generally it is S type 

or its variation function;  

namely, 1
f ( )

1 bx
x

e


; 

where b is constant. 
Step4. Calculation error of each layer. 
Output layer: 
 

    1pi pj pj pj pjy O O O     (4)

 
Hidden layer and input layer: 
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Step5. Back propagation; correction weights and thresholds. 
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Output layer: 
 

        1 , 1ij ij pj pj pj pj pw t w t O k k          (6)

 
Hidden layer: 
 

        ' '1 , 1ij ij pj pj pl pl pv t w t O k k          (7)

 

Where  refers to learning speed. 
Step6. Update study data, randomly reselect a pair of pattern, return to step 2 until 

the global network error function E is less than preset fitting error, and end network 
training. 

Step7. If learning data terminate, return to step 2. 
Step8. Update study times, go to the next learning cycle. 
Step9. If it does not meet the number of learning that is set, return to step 2 

 
5. Model establishment and result analysis 

 
5.1 Establish evaluation index system 

     
For evaluation of traffic patrol platform, we evaluate it from five aspects-- functionality, 
economy, beauty, innovation, safety-- and choose ten evaluation index including 
man-machine interaction and production cost to build an evaluation index system. Its 
specific evaluation indexes are shown in table 1. 
 

Table 1 the Comprehension Evaluation Index of the Traffic Patrol Platform 
 

Evaluation criteria Evaluation indexes 

Functionality human-computer interaction 
Mobile flexible 

Economy Manufacture costs 
Usage cost 

Artistry Moulding 
Color 

Sustainable development Fuel 
Energy efficiency 

Innovation Materials 
Structure 
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5.2 Obtain sample data  
     
As, we use expert evaluation method to comprehensively evaluate the existing traffic 
patrol platform based on evaluation index of the traffic patrol platform in table 1, and 
we get the comprehensive evaluation score. Two individuals in the evaluation sample is 
shown in figure 2.  

 
 

Fig.2 Traffic patrol service platform design scheme samples 
     

With the above method, we organized experts to judge 15 kinds of typical traffic 
patrol platform according to the existing data to get evaluation results that have high 
reliability and are authoritative, which is shown in table 2 with the top 10 sets of data 
as learning samples of neural network and the later five sets of data for network 
calibration. 
 

Table 2 the Results of Expert Evaluation  
 

Sample number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Evaluative scores 0.623 0.424 0.766 0.742 0.404 0.818 0.742 0.536
Sample number 9 10 11 12 13 14 15  
Evaluative scores 0.518 0.822 0.868 0.736 0.614 0.869 0.416  

 
5.3 algorithm implementation of BP neural network model 

 
In order to obtain the weight of each evaluation index, we use the neural network 
algorithm for analysis.  

(1) Determine the neural network unit number 
According to the comprehensive evaluation index of traffic patrol platform listed in 

table 1, input layer contains the number of evaluation indexes with a total of 10 

neurons; According to the empirical formula 1/2( )L m n  , we can determine the 

number of hidden layer nodes is 3; The output layer has only one neuron, which is a 
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algebraic value in [0, 1] to indicate evaluation results of traffic patrol platforms; the 
higher this value is, better the design can meet actual needs. 

(2) Neural network initialization 
By means of MATLAB, we can establish an artificial neural network with 10 input layer, 

3 hidden layer and 1 output layer. Choose training function Trainscg and initialize 
weights and threshold of network while set the network learning accuracy as 10-6; 

(3) Network learning training 
With the top 10 sets of data in table 2 as learning samples to input to the network, 

start learning network. Through continuous loop iteration until its learning precision 
meet the requirements, we can get the internal weights relations between indexes of 
neural network. We can find mapping function that indicates great non-linear 
relationship between input and output. The training results are shown in table 3. 
 

Table 3 the training results of neural network 
 
Sample 
number 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Train 
results 

0.626 0.458 0.778 0.734 0.503 0.843 0.701 0.555 0.505 0.819

Expected 
outoput 

0.625 0.458 0.779 0.734 0.503 0.847 0.702 0.554 0.508 0.817

 
(4) Neural network validation 
Using the later five sets of data in table 2 as the calibration data to be input into 

trained network, we can get comprehensive evaluation results, which are shown in 
table 4. 
 

Table 4 the testing results of neural network 
 

Sample number 1 2 3 4 5 
Training results 0.718 0.328 0.815 0.520 0.509 

Expected outputs 0.750 0.386 0.854 0.495 0.512 
The relative error (%) 4.2 15.02 4.56 -5.05 0.585 

 
According to the data in table 4, we can discover the network output result were 

similar with expert evaluation results, which illustrates trained neural network shows 
right relationship between the input and output and can effectively make evaluation to 
the design of the traffic patrol platform. 
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6. Conclusions 

 
Through establishing comprehensive evaluation index system and organizing experts 
to give scores to the sample ,traffic patrol platform evaluation model based on BP 
artificial neural network gains training and testing data for neural network. Through 
simulation and calculation done by MATLAB, we can get the weight relationship 
between different indexes and extract the nonlinear relationship between each 
evaluation index and comprehensive evaluation results, reducing the influence of 
subjective factors in evaluation process of comprehensive evaluation method and 
analytic hierarchy process [9]. It can evaluate the traffic patrol platform objectively and 
comprehensively and is an effective method to solve the problem of traffic patrol 
platform evaluation. 
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